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Abstract
Message Sequence Charts (MSC) is a graphical and textual specication language
developed by ITU-T. It is widely used in telecommunication software engineering
for specifying behavioral scenarios. Recently, the time concept has been introduced
into MSC'2000. To support the specication and verication of real-time systems
using timed MSC, we need to dene its formal semantics. In this paper, we use
timed lposets as a semantic model and give a formal semantics for timed MSC. We
rst dene an event in a timed MSC as a timed lposet, then give a formal semantics
for timed basic MSCs, timed MSCs with structures and high-level MSCs. In this
paper, we also discuss some important issues related to timed MSC.
1 Introduction
Message Sequence Charts (MSC) [4] language is widely used in telecommuni-
cation software engineering. It can be used to describe use cases and scenarios,
to validate dynamic behaviors of distributed systems, or to specify test cases.
To support the usage of MSC, a formal semantics is needed. A formal
semantics denes the language precisely. It avoids ambiguities in the interpre-
tation. Moreover, it is necessary for building simulation or verication tools.
In MSC'92 and MSC'96 standards, a process algebra approach has been used
to dene the formal semantics. There are some other approaches as well, such
as automata [7], partial order [1,3,5]. The latest version of MSC, MSC'2000,
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adds more concepts to enhance its expression power. One of the new concepts
is time constraints. It allows users to specify real time systems with require-
ments of quantied time. To use timed MSC in a formal setting, we need to
dene its semantics.
Among dierent semantic models, we choose partial order model to dene
the semantics of timed MSC. In our opinion, a MSC denes partial orders
between events. Time constraints quantify the orders. Specically, we dene
a timed labelled partially ordered set (lposet). The denotational semantics
of MSC is dened in a compositional way. We rst dene the semantics of
events as timed lposets. Then the semantics of MSCs are obtained using the
operations dened on timed lposets. Based on this semantics, we discuss some
potential issues related to timed MSC.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we introduce MSC and
the time concepts in MSC'2000. Then, in Section 3 we propose to use timed
lposets as a semantic model of timed MSC. In Section 4 we dene the semantics
of MSC in a compositional manner. In Section 5, we discuss some issues, like
time consistency, time constraints in a loop, and implementability of timed
scenarios. In Section 6, we discuss existing work on the semantics of MSC.
We conclude in Section 7.
2 MSC'2000 and Time Concepts
MSCs [4] consist of basic MSCs (bMSCs) and high level MSCs (HMSCs). A
bMSC describes communications between distributed processes. Communica-
tions are one-to-one and asynchronous. There is no explicit information about
the communication architecture. A process or an instance is represented by a
vertical axis. Messages between processes are shown as arrows connecting the
axes. Besides message exchanges, a bMSC may also contain internal actions,
timer events, and conditions that indicate states of a subset of processes. They
are ordered along the instance axis.
In the MSC standard, a bMSC may also contain some structures such as
coregions, inline expressions, and MSC references. A coregion is an area in
an instance where events can be executed in any order. By means of inline
expressions, alternative, parallel composition and iteration of events can be
dened inside of a MSC. MSC references are used to refer other MSCs from
within a MSC. In this paper, we distinguish bMSCs with structures from those
without structures. We use the term bMSC exclusively for MSCs without
structures.
HMSCs describe graphically how MSCs are combined. A HMSC is a di-
rected graph. It contains a start node, end nodes, MSC references, conditions,
or parallel frames in which several MSCs are executed in parallel. Connection
points can be used to improve the layout of HMSC. These connection points
do not aect the semantics of HMSC.
Recently, more features have been introduced into MSC, including concepts
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   i: instance
        label a out m1 to j time [@0];
        label d in m2 from j;
        label e out m3 to j time @[3,4], [3,4] a;
   i: endinstance;
   j: instance;
msc T
        label b in m1 from i time [1, 2) a;
        label c out m2 to i;
        label f in m3 from i time [2] c;
   j: endinstance;
endmsc;
Fig. 1. Graphical and textual notations of MSC
for data, time and control ow. In this paper, we limit the scope to timed
MSC. In the MSC'2000 standard, the time concepts are as follows:

Time progress is the same for all instances in a MSC.

All events are instantaneous. They do not consume time.

The time domain can be dense or discrete. It must be a total order with
a least element. For example, time domain can be non-negative rational
numbers.

Time constraints can be used to specify the delay between any two events
(relative delay), or to specify the time that an event occurs (absolute delay).

When specifying a relative delay, the time constraint can be an interval with
minimal and maximal bounds or a concrete time value. For example, the
delay between two events could be represented by [3s, 4s]. It means the
delay is between 3 and 4 seconds. If the delay is exactly 3 seconds, we can
specify it as [3s].

The occurrence time of an event is specied using the absolute delay. For
example, to specify that an event occurs at exactly the rst second in a
MSC, we write [@1s]. If an event occurs between the third and the fourth
second, the time constraint can be written as @[3s, 4s].
Examples of time constraints are shown in Figure 1. Both graphical and
textual syntaxes are given. We label the names of events (a, b, c, . . . ) in
the gure. This MSC species the exchanges of messages m1, m2 and m3
between instances i and j. The relative delays between events a and b, a and
e, c and f are specied. The absolute delays of a and e are also specied.
In the MSC'2000 standard, the semantics of a timed MSC is represented
by event traces with special time events between normal events. For example,
the trace for the MSC in Figure 1 is fa, t1, b, t2, c, t3, d, t4, e, t5, fg, in
which 1s  t1 < 2s, t3+ t4+ t5 = 2s, 3s  t1+ t2+ t3+ t4  4s. If there is no
time event between two normal events, it means they occur simultaneously.
This semantics is described informally and is not complete in the standard.
To dene the semantics in a formal way, we need a model, to which MSC can
be mapped, and this model can represent all the traces.
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3 Partial Order Models for MSC
3.1 Timed lposets
There are various partial order models such as event structures, pomsets (par-
tially ordered multisets), lposets (labelled partially ordered sets). To meet the
requirements of timed MSC, we use lposets equipped with two delay functions.
We use Time to represent time domain, which may be a set of non negative
real or integer numbers. P (T ime) is a power set of Time, that is, a set of all
the subsets of Time. A timed lposet is a tuple (A;E;; l; D; T ), in which

A is a set of labels.

E is a set of events.

:  E  E is a partial order on E.

l : E ! A is a labeling function, which associates an event to a label. It
can be a partial function.

D : E ! P (T ime) is an absolute delay function, which associates an event
to a set of time values. It denes a range within which an event could occur.

T : EE ! P (T ime) is a relative delay function, which associates a pair of
events to a set of time values. It denes possible delays between two events.
The set of labels A actually denes the \meaning" of events. In this paper,
we consider that an event could be: message output, message input, internal
action, start timer, stop timer, or timeout. So we dene labels as follows:

send(i, j, m): instance i sends a message m to instance j,

receive(i, j, m): instance i receives a message m from instance j,

action(i, a): instance i does an internal action a,

starttimer(i, T, n): instance i sets a timer T with a time-out period n,

stoptimer(i, T): instance i cancels the timer T,

timeout(i, T): the timer T in instance i expires.
We associate every event in a MSC with a unique label. If an instance
sends a message m twice to another instance, we relabel them as m1 and
m2. In the MSC standard, a message output or message input event can
be associated with a message instance name to ensure the textual notation
corresponds to the graphical notation. So it is reasonable to consider that
messages contained in a MSC are always dierentiated. Similarly, a timer T
can also be associated with a timer instance name as dened in the standard.
We consider timers are also dierentiated.
A trace of a timed lposet is dened as a (probably innite) sequence of
timed events (e
1
; t
1
); (e
2
; t
2
) : : : (e
n
; t
n
) with e
i
2 E, t
i
2 T ime such that for
all i and j, 0 < i  n, 0 < j  n:

if e
i
 e
j
, then i  j,
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
if i  j, then t
i
 t
j
,

t
i
2 D(e
i
),

jt
i
  t
j
j 2 T (e
i
; e
j
).
Informally, i and j represent positions of events in a trace. The rst
constraint means that two events in a trace have to satisfy the partial order
between them. The second constraint assures time consistency. The other two
constraints mean that events have to satisfy their time constraints.
We dene the set of traces of a timed lposet lp as Tr(lp) = fw j w is
a trace of lpg. For example, a timed lposet (A, fe
1
, e
2
g, e
1
 e
2
, fl(e
1
), l
(e
2
)g, fD(e
1
) = [1, 5], D(e
2
) = [3, 6]g, fT (e
1
, e
2
) = [1, 2]g) has many traces:
(e
1
; 1)(e
2
; 3), (e
1
; 2)(e
2
; 3), (e
1
; 3)(e
2
; 4) . . .
We say that an event e is a minimal element in E according to  when
there is no event e
0
2 E such that e
0
6= e and e
0
 e. An event e is a maximal
element in E according to  when there is no event e
0
2 E such that e
0
6= e
and e  e
0
. There may be several minimal or maximal elements in E because
of partial orders.
Using  to represent the empty set, we dene a lposet " = (A;E;; l; D; T )
as an identity lposet in which A, E, , l, D and T are . To represent a MSC
with deadlocks, we denote a lposet (A;E;; l; D; T ) as Æ if E 6=  and = .
Æ does not have any trace. In a MSC, if absolute delays or relative delays are
not specied explicitly for some events, we consider them as [0, 1).
3.2 Operations on lposets
A timed lposet can be used to represent an event in a MSC, a part of MSC
or the whole MSC. In this section, we dene several operations on lposets:
sequential, alternative and parallel composition.
For two lposets p and q, the events in the lposets may be located at dierent
instances or at the same instance. The sequential composition of p and q has
to

preserve the orders and the time constraints in p and q,

if one event corresponds to the sending of a message, and another event
corresponds to its reception, add a new order between these two events,

if one event corresponds to the starting of a timer with a time-out period,
and another event corresponds to its termination or expiration, add a time
constraint between them,

if two events are located at the same instance, add a new order between
these two events.
Formally, let p = (A
p
; E
p
;
p
; l
p
; D
p
; T
p
) and q = (A
q
; E
q
;
q
; l
q
; D
q
; T
q
) be
two timed lposets in which A
p
and A
q
are disjoint, and 
p
6= , 
q
6= . For a
relation S, we use S
+
to represent the transitive closure of S. The sequential
composition () of p and q is a lposet that is dened as:
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Fig. 2. A MSC with deadlock
p  q = (A
p
[ A
q
; E
p
[ E
q
; (
p
[ 
q
[  [ 
0
)
+
; l
p
[ l
q
; D
p
[D
q
; T
p
[ T
q
[ T ),
in which

 = 
p
q
[ 
q
p
, 
p
q
= f(e; e
0
) 2 E
p
 E
q
jl
p
(e) = send(i; j;m) ^ l
q
(e
0
) =
receive(j; i;m)g,


0
=
S
i
(E
i
p
E
i
q
), E
i
p
and E
i
q
are the sets of events that occur at instance i,
E
i
p
 E
p
, E
i
q
 E
q
,

T = f((e; e
0
); [n])j(e; e
0
) 2 E
p
 E
q
^ l
p
(e) = starttimer(i; T
i
; n) ^ l
q
(e
0
) =
timeout(i; T
i
), or ((e; e
0
); (0; n))j(e; e
0
) 2 E
p
E
q
^l
p
(e) = starttimer(i; T
i
; n)
^l
q
(e
0
) = stoptimer(i; T
i
))g.
However, (
p
[ 
q
[  [ 
0
)
+
is not a partial order in some cases [5].
For the MSC shown in Figure 2, the composition of lposets for event a, b, c, d
is not a partial order because we can get a  b and b  a, which violates the
anti-symmetry property of partial order. This is actually a deadlock. In the
standard of MSC, this situation is avoided indirectly by static requirements.
In our semantics, if (
p
[ 
q
[  [ 
0
)
+
is not a partial order, we dene
the sequential composition of two lposets as Æ in which = . Moreover, we
dene that the sequential composition of Æ and any lposet is still Æ. For the
identity lposet ", we dene its sequential composition with any lposet p is still
p.
For two sets of lposets P = fp
1
; p
2
; : : : p
n
g and Q = fq
1
; q
2
; : : : q
k
g, we
dene P Q as fp
i
 q
j
jp
i
2 P; q
j
2 Q; 1  i  n; 1  j  kg.
The alternative composition (#) of two lposets p and q is a set of lposets:
p#q = fp; qg = f(A
p
; E
p
;
p
; l
p
; D
p
; T
p
); (A
q
; E
q
;
q
; l
q
; D
q
; T
q
)g.
For two sets of lposets P = fp
1
; p
2
; : : : p
n
g and Q = fq
1
; q
2
; : : : q
k
g, P#Q =
P [Q.
The parallel composition (jj) of p and q is dened as:
pjjq = (A
p
[ A
q
; E
p
[ E
q
;
p
[ 
q
; l
p
[ l
q
; D
p
[D
q
; T
p
[ T
q
).
In the parallel composition, we require that E
p
and E
q
are disjoint. Then
A
p
and A
q
are disjoint also. If a message m is exchanged between the same
instances in both p and q, we need to relabel it as m1 and m2. The instances
in p and q can be same. For two sets of lposets P = fp
1
; p
2
; : : : p
n
g and Q =
fq
1
; q
2
; : : : q
k
g, we dene P jjQ as fp
i
jjq
j
jp
i
2 P; q
j
2 Q; 1  i  n; 1  j  kg.
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4 Partial Order Semantics for Timed MSC
In this paper, we distinguish bMSCs, MSCs with structures and HMSCs. A
bMSC contains some events and a HMSC contains some MSCs, while a MSC
with structures mixes events and bMSCs. For HMSCs, we need to compose
bMSCs. In the same sense, for MSCs with structures (for example, a MSC
with references), we need to compose events and bMSCs. So we consider
events instead of bMSCs as basic units. Each event can be mapped to a
lposet. A lposet can represent an event, a part of a MSC, or a complete MSC.
4.1 Events and Basic MSCs
As mentioned in Section 3.1, an event in a MSC could be message output,
message input, internal action, start timer, stop timer, or timeout. Each
event can be represented by a lposet. We take the message output event e in
Figure 1 as an example. Event e is located in instance i. It has an absolute
time constraint and a relative time constraint that species the delay between
event e and event a. The mapping of event e is M[event e] = (A, E, ; l,
D, T ), in which A = send(i; j;m3), E = fe; ag (event a also appear because
it is associated with e by the time constraint), = f(e; e); (a; a)g, l(e) =
send(i; j;m3) (here l is a partial function), D(e) = [3; 4], T (e; a) = [3; 4].
Other events can be represented by lposets similarly.
Now we consider the semantics of bMSCs containing only these events.
Since we take events as basic units, a bMSC can be composed from events
using the sequential composition dened on lposets. In this way, we can
develop an algorithm to build the corresponding lposet for a bMSC from its
syntax.
As mentioned in Section 3.1, we need to label the events in a way such
that every event is unique. The semantics of a bMSC is dened as a lposet
that contains all the events and species the orders between them. The orders
are determined by message exchanges and instance axes. Along each instance
axis, events are ordered from top to bottom. Between dierent instances, a
message output event must appear before the corresponding message input
event. Then the semantics of the MSC in Figure 1 can be represented by a
lposet (A;E;; l; D; T ) where:

A: fsend(i, j, m1), receive(j, i, m1), send(j, i, m2), receive(i, j, m2), send(i,
j, m3), receive(j, i, m3)g.

E: fa, b, c, d, e, fg.

: f(a; b)(c; d)(e; f)(d; e)(b; c)g
+
. (For the sake of simplicity, we omit those
reexive pairs such as (a, a), (b, b) . . . ).

l : l(a) = send(i; j;m1), l(b) = receive(j; i;m1), l(c) = send(j; i;m2), l(d) =
receive(i; j;m2), l(e) = send(i; j;m3), l(f) = receive(j; i;m3).

D : D(a) = 0, D(e) = [3; 4]. The absolute time of other events is [0, 1).
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MSC D
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ji
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Fig. 3. A MSC with coregion

T : T (a; b) = [1; 2), T (a; e) = [3; 4], T (c; f) = [2]. The relative delay between
other events is [0, 1).
Assume that a bMSC M corresponds to a lposet lp, we dene the set of
traces allowed by M as Tr(M) = Tr(lp). Then the set of traces for the MSC
in Figure 1 includes (a, 0) (b, 1) (c, 1.6) (d, 2) (e, 3.5) (f, 3.6), (a, 0) (b,
1.5) (c, 2) (d, 2.5) (e, 3) (f, 4), and many others that satisfy the denition
of timed trace.
4.2 MSC with Structures
A MSC may also contain some structures, such as coregions, references, in-
line expressions. These structures can be represented by a lposet or a set of
lposets. Then the semantics of a MSC containing structures is the sequential
composition of these structures and other events in the MSC.
4.2.1 Coregion
In an instance, a coregion contains a number of events that can be executed
in any order. For example, in Figure 3, a coregion (the dash line) in instance
j contains event c and d. It means either c or d can occur rst, although
a (sending m1) occurs before b (sending m2). So we have M[coregion] =
fM[event e
1
]jjM[event e
2
]jj::::jjM[event e
n
]je
i
2 coregiong.
For the coregion in Figure 3, we get a lposet in which the partial order
relation is f(c, c), (d, d)g. There is no order between c and d. The semantics
of MSC D is M[msc D] = M[event a]  M[event b]  M[coregion] = (A, E,
; l, D, T ) in which  is f(a, b), (a, c), (b, d)g (reexive pairs are omitted).
4.2.2 MSC References
AMSC reference is used to refer to a single MSC, or a MSC expression. A MSC
reference can be constrained by time intervals. A time interval species the
duration between the rst and the last event in the MSC reference. However,
there may be several rst or last events in a MSC. For example, in Figure 4,
MSC R has a reference to MSC S with a time interval (0, 1s]. In MSC
S, either e or f could be the rst event. So the time interval of this MSC
reference species the time between e and g
0
, and between f and g
0
also.
Assume the lposet for MSC S is (A;E;; l; D; T ), we map the reference
to S with time interval t to a lposet: M[reference S] = (A;E;; l; D; T
0
)
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Fig. 4. A MSC with a reference
in which T
0
= T [ f((e
i
; e
j
); t)je
i
is a minimal element in E; e
j
is a maximal
element in Eg.
For the MSCs in Figure 4, for instance, we obtain the lposet (A, E, ; l,
D, T ) for MSC S rst, in which

E : fe; e
0
; f; f
0
; g; g
0
g

: f(e; g
0
); (e
0
; f
0
); (f
0
; g); (e; e
0
); (f; f
0
); (g; g
0
)g
+
, (reexive orders are omit-
ted.)

l : fl(e) = send(i; j;m2), l(e
0
) = receive(j; i;m2), l(f) = send(k; j;m3),
l(f
0
) = receive(j; k;m3), l(g) = send(j; i;m4), l(g
0
) = receive(i; j;m4)g
Then the lposet of the reference to MSC S with time interval t = (0; 1]
in MSC R is M[reference S] = (A;E;; l; D; T
0
) where T
0
(e; g
0
) = (0; 1],
T
0
(f; g
0
) = (0; 1]. So for MSC R, M[msc R] = M[event e
1
]  M[event e2] 
M[reference S].
A reference could also refer to a MSC expression. We consider MSC ex-
pressions in next section.
4.2.3 Inline and Reference Expressions
Several operators have been dened in the MSC standard to combine MSCs.
In this paper, we consider the following operators: sequence (seq), alternation
(alt), parallel (par), and iteration (loop). As dened in the MSC standard,
the sequence operation is weak sequencing. Two MSCs are connected instance
by instance only. It means that the next MSC may start before the previous
MSC nishes its behavior.
We map these operations to the operations on lposets. For two MSCs or
inline operands A and B, we have

M[A seq B] =M[A] M[B],

M[A alt B] =M[A] # M[B],

M[A par B] =M[A] jj M[B].
The semantics of iteration becomes more complex because of the absolute
delays. Using M to represent a bMSC, the notation loop < n;m > M means
that M will be executed at least n times and at most m times. If some event
in M is constrained by an absolute time constraint, the number of times that
M is executed may be aected. An absolute delay may be conicting with
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m1
@[1s,3s] a
b @[5s]
MSC L i j
[1s,3s]
MSC M i j
a
b
m1
Fig. 5. A MSC with absolute delays
the loop boundary. For example, we have an expression loop < 2; 3 > L, in
which L is shown in Figure 5. In MSC L, event b is constrained by an absolute
delay. It species event b can only occur at that absolute time point (the fth
second). So event b can only occur once. If we allow MSC L to be executed
two or three times as specied by the loop boundary, then event a may occur
two or three times before event b occurs. It causes the problem that there is
no reception event for the message m1 when it is sent at the second time. So
we only allow that a MSC can be executed once in a loop, if it contains an
event constrained by an absolute time point delay.
If in a loop an event is constrained by an absolute delay that is a range,
then all the instances of the event have to occur within that range. For
example, we have an expression loop < inf > L
0
, in which L
0
is similar to
the MSC L in Figure 5, except that the absolute delay of event b is @[2s, 5s].
If we choose non negative real numbers as time domain, then event a can be
executed innite times between 1 and 3, and event b can be executed innitely
between 2 and 5, because events are instantaneous in MSC'2000. However, if
we choose non negative integers as time domain, event a and b can only be
executed 3 times. Again the time constraints override the loop boundary.
If all the events in a MSC are not constrained by absolute delays (or all
the absolute delays are [0, 1)), then the number of times that the MSC can
be executed in a loop is only determined by the loop boundary. However,
relative delays can force the occurrence of some events. For example, we have
an expression loop < inf > M , in which M is shown in Figure 5. If there is not
a relative delay between event a and b, event a can be executed innite times
without the occurrence of event b once. However, if we choose non negative
integers as time domain, the relative delay will force the occurrence of event
b at certain time.
Without limiting the choices of time domain, the semantics of a loop can
be dened as one of the following set of lposets:
M[loop < i; j > A] =
8
<
:
fM[A
m
]g m < i
fM[A
i
];M[A
i+1
]; : : : ;M[A
m
]g i  m  j
Here m represents the actual number of times that A may be executed.
m is determined by absolute time constraints of events in A. If the absolute
delay of an event is a time point, then m = 1. In the integer time domain,
m may be smaller than j, or even smaller than i. How to determine m is not
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MSC S
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e m1
m2f f’
m3 gg’
alt
Fig. 6. A MSC with inline expressions
discussed in this paper.
For k > 0, we dene M[A
k
] = M[A]  M[A
k 1
], M[A
0
] = ". When
calculating M[A
k
], we need to relabel message events and timer events in
MSC A so that they are unique in the iteration. If it is an innite loop, the
set may contain innite number of lposets.
Let us consider a MSC that contains an alternative inline expression as
shown in Figure 6. In this example, instance i sends m1 or m2 rst, then
instance j returns m3.
For the alternative expression, the lposet of its rst operand is A1 =
(A;E;; l; D; T ), in which  is f(e; e
0
)g, l(e) = send(i; j;m1), l(e
0
) = re-
ceive(j, i, m1 ). We omit the reexive pairs and do not list elements in
A, E, D and T for the sake of simplicity. Similarly, the second operand
corresponds to a lposet A2 in which  is f(f; f
0
)g, l(f) = send(i; j;m2),
l(f
0
) = receive(j; i;m2). So the alternative expression can be represented by
fA1, A2g.
Then MSC S corresponds to a set of lposets P = fA1; A2gfM[event g
0
]g
fM[event g]g = f(A
1
; E
1
;
1
; l
1
; D
1
; T
1
); (A
2
; E
2
;
2
; l
2
; D
2
; T
2
)g, in which


1
= f(e; e
0
); (e
0
; g); (g; g
0
)g
+
(reexive pairs are omitted.)


2
= f(f; f
0
); (f
0
; g); (g; g
0
)g
+
(reexive pairs are omitted.)
4.3 High Level MSC (HMSC)
A HMSC is a directed graph in which MSCs are represented by nodes, and
lines connect the nodes to indicate possible execution sequences among the
nodes. The seq, alt and par operators can be used in HMSCs. The iteration in
HMSC could be rewritten using loop operator. So we can transform a HMSC
to a MSC expression. In this paper we do not consider conditions in HMSC.
For instance, in Figure 7, the HMSC contains three bMSCs: try, fail and
success. After MSC try, MSC fail or success can be executed. They are
alternative. The corresponding lposets of the bMSCs are:

M[try] = (A;E;; l; D; T ) where E = fe; r; e
0
g,  = f(e, e' ), (e, r)g
(reexive pairs are omitted), l(e) = send(i; j;m), l(e
0
) = receive(j; i;m),
l(r) = starttimer(i; T
1
; 5).

M[success] = (A;E;; l; D; T ) where E = ff; s; f
0
g,  = f(f, f ' ), (f ', s)g
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fail success
try
m1
T1 [5]
e
r e’
jiMSC try
T1 s
n f
f’
i jMSC success MSC fail
T1 r
i j
Fig. 7. A HMSC and its basic MSCs
(reexive pairs are omitted), l(f) = send(j; i; n), l(f
0
) = receive(i; j; n),
l(s) = stoptimer(i; T
1
).

M[fail] = (A;E;; l; D; T ) where E = ftg,  = f(t, t)g, l(t) = timeout(i,
T
1
).
This HMSC can be transformed to:
(loop < 0; n > (try seq fail)) seq (try seq success)
If we use TF to represent M[try seq fail ], and use TS to represent M[try seq
success], then

TF = M[try]  M[fail] = (A
TF
, fe; e
0
; r; tg, f(e; e
0
); (e; r); (r; t)g
+
, fl(e),
l(e
0
), l(r), l(t)g, D
TF
, T
TF
) in which T
TF
(r; t) = [5]. (reexive pairs and
concrete labels are omitted for the sake of simplicity.)

M[loop < 0; n > (try seq fail)] = f"; TF; TF  TF; TF  TF  TF; : : :g. (we
need to relabel the message events and timer events in TF to assure they
are unique when unfolding the loop.)

TS = M[try]  M[success] = (A
TS
, fe; e
0
; f; f
0
; r; sg, f(e; e
0
), (e; r), (f; f
0
),
(f
0
; s), (r; f
0
), (e
0
; f)g
+
, fl(e), l(e
0
), l(f), l(f
0
), l(s)g, D
TS
, T
TS
) in which
T
TF
(r; s) = (0; 5). (reexive pairs and concrete labels are omitted for the
sake of simplicity.)
So this HMSC corresponds to a set of lposets: fTS; TF TS; TF TF TS; TF 
TF  TF  TS, . . . g.
For a HMSC H that corresponds to a set of lposet M[H], we dene the
set of traces of H as Tr(H) =
S
Tr(lp) for every lp 2 M[H].
5 Some Issues for Timed MSC
In the previous sections, we dened the semantics of timed MSC. In general,
a MSC can be mapped to a set of lposets. In the case of bMSCs, this set
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contains only one lposet. Adding time constraints to MSC raises some new
issues. As discussed previously, time constraints aect the semantics of loops.
The number of times that a loop is executed is no longer solely determined
by the loop boundary. We need to know how many times a loop is executed
actually. Moreover, relative delays may force some events to occur in a loop.
So the event traces of a HMSC with loops will be aected by relative delays.
The properties of this kind of MSC are interesting to investigate further.
The MSC standard allows to pose a relative time constraint on any two
events in a MSC. This brings the issue of implementability. If in a MSC
two events with a relative delay do not have a causal order between them, the
MSC can not be implemented without additional synchronization between the
processes in which the events occur. In [6], the implementability of a MSC
without time constraints is dicussed. For example, the MSC S in the Figure 4
is implementable. However, if we add a relative delay [2s, 3s] between event e
and f, this MSC is no longer implementable. Either event e or f could occur
rst, but once one event occurs, another one has to wait at least 2 seconds
and at most 3 seconds. Actually instance i does not know what happens in
instance k, and vice versa. So this timing requirement can not be satised.
To check if there are such time constraints in a given MSC, we can check in
our semantic framework if a relative delay is between two events that have a
relation in .
Another important issue for timed MSC is the consistency between time
constraints and the causal orders. For example, for two events e and f, if e
occurs before f, but e has an absolute time delay [4, 6] and f has an absolute
time delay [2, 3], then the time constraints are conicting with the causal
orders. Also, time constraints may be not consistent. For example, two events
e and f have an absolute time delay [2, 3] and [4, 6] respectively, but the
relative time delay between them is [5, 7]. Based on our semantics for MSC
and the denition of timed traces, we dene the time consistency of a MSC
as follows:
Denition 5.1 For a MSC H that corresponds to a set of lposet M[H], H is
time consistent if and only if for every lp 2 M[H], there exists a timed trace.
Developing an algorithm to check if a MSC is time consistent is a challeng-
ing task, because the set of lposets corresponding to the MSC may be innite.
Also, the existence of traces may depend on the choice of the time domain.
6 Related Works
The semantics of un-timed MSC has been dened using dierent approaches
based on either Buchi automata, process algebra or partial order. P. B. Ladkin
and S. Leue [7] give a nite state interpretation to MSC. However, the non
local choices in MSCs may require unbounded history variables, which result
in an innite number of global states. In such a case, a nite state semantics
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is not suitable for MSC.
S. Mauw and M. A. Reniers [9,10] transform a MSC into a process algebra
term. Then an operational semantics for process algebra terms is dened.
Process algebra terms are generally long and many inference rules are needed.
The partial order semantics for MSC seems more natural and simpler.
R. Alur et al. [1] consider the semantics of bMSCs as partial orders of events.
J. P. Katoen and L. Lambert [5] provide a compositional denotational seman-
tics for bMSCs and HMSCs. A bMSC is mapped onto a partially ordered
multiset (pomset). The constructors of HMSC correspond to the appropri-
ate operations on pomsets. S. Heymer [3] use labelled partially ordered sets
(lposets) instead of pomsets to dene the semantics.
For timed MSC, P. L. Maigat and L. Helouet [8] transform MSC to order
automata. They associate each event and each communication in MSC with
a duration. In MSC'2000, durations can be specied between any two events,
not just pair of communication events as in [8].
R. Alur et al. [1] interpret timed MSC as partial orders with timing func-
tions that map each pair of events in the partial order to a time interval. In
their timed MSC, time constraints can only be imposed on pair of events.
They do not consider absolute time constraints at which events occur, and
only bMSCs with sending and reception events are addressed.
Similarly, H. Ben-Abdallah and S. Leue [2] use timing delay intervals and
timer events to express timing constraints. A MSC is interpreted as traces
that are consistent with the partial order of events. They dene a timing
assignment that assigns a time stamp to each event in a trace. They also do
not consider absolute time constraints.
7 Conclusion
Time constraints are new in MSC'2000. To support the specication and
validation of real-time systems, we dened in this paper a formal semantics
for timed MSC. We select the timed lposet model and dened a denotational
semantics for MSC. Our work extends the existing partial order semantics to
timed MSC.
In this paper, we considered the semantics of bMSCs, HMSCs, and MSCs
with structures like coregions, MSC references, inline expressions. We consider
events instead of bMSCs as basic units, for the convenience of dening the
semantics of MSC with structures. A bMSC is considered as the composition
of events, so that the lposet of the MSC can be built from the syntax. Then
the semantics of bMSCs, HMSCs and MSCs with structures are dened in the
same compositional way using the operations on lposets.
Some concepts in the MSC standard are not taken in account here, for
example: general ordering, instance decomposition, gate and condition. Gen-
eral orderings specify some additional orders, which can be easily represented
in our semantics. We believe that instance decompositions and gates do not
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aect the dynamic semantics of MSCs. Modeling conditions as events could
be one possible way to dene the semantics of conditions. The opt and exc op-
erators in the inline expressions and reference expressions are not considered
in this paper. We think they are special cases of the alt operator.
This semantics is a starting point to investigate further issues for timed
MSC. Our future work is to develop an algorithm to check the time consis-
tency of a MSC, especially HMSC with innite loops. Other interesting work
might be the implementability of timed scenarios, and the comparison of timed
scenarios.
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